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1. Appearance and Dimension (Old vs New)

As is
SMJD-3V16W4PD-XX 

To be
SMJA-3G16C30C-XX02 

Ø70mm

Ø5mm

12mm

1.6mm

Ø70mm

Ø5mm

5.8mm
5.8mm

5.2mm

1.6mm
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2. Optical value and Function (Old vs New)
Index Unit SMJD-3V16W4PD-XX SMJA-3G16C30C-XX02 Remark

IC Tyep - Acrich3.0 WD15-S30T

IC EA 2 1

Circuit topology - 4step 3step

Input Voltage Vrms 230VAC 230VAC typical

Power W 16.6 16.6 typical

PF - >0.9 >0.9

THD % <20% <20%

CRI - >80 >80

Flux lm 1470 1700 typical

PLW Lm/w 89 106 typical

Color Range - 4 step 4 step

Dimming - TRAIC TRAIC 10~100%

Flicker % 100 <28 Title 24

SVM - >3 <0.4

CCT K 2700 2700

LED type - SAW8C72A SAW8A32E-E2(H)

LED Q’ty EA 30 30

PCB size mm Ø70mm Ø70mm Round



Legal Disclaimer
Information in this presentation is provided in connection with Seoul Semiconductor 
products and/or business operation. While Seoul Semiconductor has made every attempt 
to ensure that the information contained in this presentation has been obtained from 
reliable sources, Seoul Semiconductor is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or 
for the results obtained from the use of this information.

All information in this presentation is provided "as is" with no guarantee of completeness, 
accuracy, timeliness or of the results obtained from the use of this information, and 
without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including, but not limited to warranties of 
merchantability, performance, and fitness for a particular purpose, or any warranty 
otherwise arising out of any proposal, specification, or sample. 

In no event will Seoul Semiconductor, its related corporations, or the employees thereof 
be liable to you or anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the 
information in this presentation or for any consequential, special or similar damages, even 
if advised of the possibility of such damages.
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